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Konjac glucomannan has potential applications in bio-printing, due to its unique properties, such as high viscosity, waterholding capacity and easy gelatinization. In this study, the rheological properties, i.e. the viscosity with changing the shear
rate and the storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G’’ curve, of different concentrations of konjac gum hydrogel, were
thoroughly measured. Furthermore, the pore sizes of various concentrated konjac gum hydrogel were observed under
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The bio-printability of konjac gum hydrogel was thoroughly evaluated using pistontype 3D bio-printer. It was showed that, 7% konjac gum hydrogel demonstrated the best bio-printability, which has
potentially applied as scaffold materials in bio-printing field.
Keywords: konjac glucomannan, hydrogel, 3D bio-printability.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this study, the viscosity and their shear thinning
behavior of 4 %, 5 %, 6 %, 7 % and 8 % of KGM hydrogel
were detected. The microstructure of freeze-dried KGM
hydrogel was observed using scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The bioprintability of KGM with different
concentration was then thoroughly evaluated.

3D bio-printing is a technique that uses 3D printer to
distributing bio-active ingredients, including protein, cells
and some nutrients on the support materials to create 3D
tissue constructs [1, 2]. Bio-printing research has rapidly
developed over the past decade and is widely used in tissue
engineering [3]. The scaffold materials for bio-printing
should meet these characteristics including biocompatibility
[4, 5], biodegradability [6], high structural fidelity and
excellent printability [2, 7]. Hydrogels as predetermined
candidates are well positioned to solve these problems.
Hydrogels are a class of hydrophilic or amphiphilic
three-dimensional network polymers with chemically or
physical cross-linked structure [8, 9]. They are structurally
similar to native extracellular matrices (ECM) [10]. They
can also provide three dimensional structures for cell
adhesion, proliferation [11], and transportation of cytokines,
nutrients and metabolic waste [12]. Therefore, it is widely
used as scaffold materials for bio-printing application. The
hydrogels currently used for bio-printing can be divided into
synthetic hydrogels and natural hydrogels [13]. Compared
to the former, natural hydrogels, e.g. gelatin [14], sodium
alginate [15, 16], chitosan [17] and konjac glucomannan
[18], are not only rich in natural world, but also have lower
toxicity, good biodegradability [19] and suitable viscosity
for bio-printing [20]. Konjac glucomannan (KGM) is a
natural polysaccharide consisting of β-D-glucose and β-Dmannose bound by β – 1,4 glycosidic bonds at a molar ratio
of 1:1.6 [21, 22]. KGM has unique properties, such as high
viscosity, water-holding capacity and easy gelatinization
[23], which make it widely applied in drug delivery [24, 25],
food [26] and also chemical engineering [27]. However,
there are few studies on its 3D bio-printability. Therefore, it
is necessary to study its bio-printability of KGM with varing
concentration.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials
Konjac Glucomannan (CKAA2030, 95 %) was
purchased from Chengdu Sheli Konjac Science Plantation
Processing Park Co., Ltd. Fab@home 3D printer. (Model 3,
Seraph Robotics Inc., NY, USA. The Fab@Home is a
syringe-based deposition system. An X-Y-Z gantry system
moves a syringe pump across a 20 × 20 × 20 cm
(7.87 × 7.87 ×7.87 inch) build volume at a maximum speed
of 10 mm/s and resolution of 25 µm. Multiple syringes can
be controlled independently to deposit material through
syringe tips. The syringe displacement could be controlled
with a microliter precision.

2.2. Hydrogel preparation
4 %, 5 %, 6 %, 7 % and 8 % (w/v) of KGM hydrogels
were obtained by dissolving 4 g, 5 g, 6 g, 7 g and 8 g of
konjac flour in 100 ml deionized water at room temperature,
respectively. The mixtures were stirred for 30 minutes and
then placed in refrigerator overnight at 4 °C for subsequent
experiment.

2.3. Rheological properties of KGM hydrogel
The as-prepared KGM hydrogels were centrifuged to
eliminate air. The viscosities with changing the shear rates,
as well as the changes of the storage modulus G’ and the
loss modulus G’’ with varying the frequency were measured
using the TA2000ex Rheometer. An aluminum plate with
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diameter of 40 mm was used at a distance of 1 mm between
the plate and the sample stage. In the test, the shear rate and
the angular frequency were set from 0.01 to 100 s-1 and 0.1
to 100 rad/s, respectively.

2.4. Morphological
hydrogel

characterization

of

a relatively high level of shear rate, their viscosities tend to
be decreased. However, if the viscosity of hydrogel is too
high, it is difficult for the extrusion. Thus the increasing
shear stress is a damage to cell viability. These results give
us a hint; it is very important to choose a suitable
concentration of konjac gum hydrogel for printing jobs.

KGM

The as-prepared konjac hydrogels were pre-frozen in a
– 20 °C refrigerator for 1 hour, and then placed in a LGJ10C freeze dryer. After the temperature of the materials
were reduced to – 60 ℃, vacuum was applied and freezedried to room temperature. And then the dried hydrogels
were adhered to a conductive tape and gold was sprayed.
The microscopic internal morphology was observed using
the SU8020 scanning electron microscope (SEM, SU8020,
Hitachi, Japan) at voltage 10 kV, working distance 8 mm,
magnification 60 times.

2.5. 3D bio-printing scaffolds using KGM hydrogel
The 3D scaffolds were fabricated using the Fab@home
model 3D printer. At first, a 3D porous mesh model was
created using Solidworks CAD, after convert the model into
an STL format, the Serapstudio software was usded to layer
and generate XDFL files. The KGM hydrogels were
transferred to the syringes of printer, which then centrifuged
at 8000 r/min to remove bubbles before the syringes were
installed on the printer. Using Seraprint software to
determine the initial position of the print by adjusting the
print platform x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, a square model
(2 × 2 cm) with four layers was designed as a XDFL file,
which was input into 3D printer to fabricate the latticed
square.

Fig. 1. The shear thinning properties of different concentrated
konjac gums with changing the shear rates

2.6. Identifying 3D-printing parameters
To optimize the printing parameters, a monolayer
model containing eight line paths with 20 mm long was
designed and constructed. The optimized parameters [28, 29]
were set at nozzle diameter 0.41 mm, path height 0.41 mm,
path width 0.41 mm, print speed 5 mm s−1, deposition rate
0.009 mm mm−1, and pushout/suckback 0.02 s.

Fig. 2. Storage modulus G’(solid) and loss modulus G’’(hollow)
of konjac hydrogels with varying the angular frequency
from 0.1 to 100 rad/s

The storage modulus G' and loss modulus G'' curve of
different concentrated konjac gum hydrogel were further
determined, as displayed in Fig. 2. 4 % konjac gum
hydrogel showed that the loss modulus G’’ is higher than
the storage modulus G’ at the lower vibration frequency,
which may be due to that the hydrogel is viscous, similar to
the liquid rheological behavior. Therefore, it is very hard to
maintain the shape of printed structure when using 4 %
konjac gum hydrogel because of its strong liquidity. When
the concentration of konjac gum hydrogel is higher than
5 %, the G’ value is higher than the G’’ value. And also, the
G’ and G’’ values are all increasing with enhancing the
concentration of konjac gum hydrogels. These results
demonstrated that elastic response of these hydrogels is
stronger than the viscous response. The above 5 % of konjac
gum hydrogel systems showed a solid-like behavior [30].
Moreover, the storage modulus G’ is usually considered as
a measure of the extent of gel network formation [31]. The
higher G’ value of the gel the stronger is gel intensity [32].
In Fig. 2, we can also observe that, in the whole frequency

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Rheological analyses
Shape fidelity of printed 3D constructs depends not only
on printing parameters, but on the rheological properties of
as-prepared materials as well. The prepared scaffold
materials should have shear thinning characteristics, so that
they have lower viscosities at the high shear rates generated
during extrusion. After extrusion, viscosity increases result
in high print fidelity and cell viability.
We then tested the viscosity of different concentrated
konjac gums with changing the shear rate. As shown in
Fig. 1, the viscosity of konjac gum hydrogel decreases with
the increase of shear rate, which showed false plasticity and
the characteristics of shear thinning. Below the shear rate of
0.1 s-1, the konjac gum appear on the curve platform, which
is attributed to that konjac gum hydrogel may produce
enough new intermolecular entanglement at a lower shear
rate. Overall, the viscosity of konjac gums hydrogel
increases with increasing their concentration. Moreover, at
110

range of linear viscoelastic region, the elastic behavior
predominates over its viscous behavior. These features are
characteristic of a hydrogel, which is useful for keeping
shape fidelity in the process of 3D printing.

is most appropriate for subsequent bio-printing application.

3.2. Morphological characterization

The gel was bio-printed using the fab @ home model
3 printer. A 2 cm × 2 cm cube model was designed. In
Fig. 4, it was shown that, the printed cube distorted using
4 % of konjac gum hydrogel due to its high viscousness.
While the other concentrations of konjac gum hydrogel
could maintain excellent cube shape. Moreover, to further
evaluate the bio-printability of konjac gum hydrogels, the
lines were printed using the optimized parameters, the
results of which were displayed in Fig. 5. We observed that,
the printing quality of 4 % and 5 % konjac gum hydrogels
was worse than that of 6 %, 7 % and 8 % konjac gum
hydrogels. For 4 % and 5 % konjac gum hydrogels, at the
corner with right angle, the extrusion of hydrogel was
doubled, which would cause the non-uniform layer height
in 3D bio-printing. The error of layer height will be
accumulated layer by layer until the failure of bio-printing
[34]. However, for 7 % and 8 % konjac gum hydrogels, the
phenomenon of non-uniform extrusion was not obvious.
Comparatively, the corner with right angle could be
obtained when using 7 % of konjac gum hydrogels. This
result was consistent with the conclusion that 7 % of konjac
gum gel is most appropriate for subsequent bio-printing
application (Fig. 3).

3.3. 3D bio-printability evaluation of konjac gum
hydrogel

The SEM images of freeze-dried konjac gum hydrogel
were recorded. In Fig. 3, the konjac gum hydrogels are
porous with a three-dimensional interconnected
microstructure. Furthermore, with increasing the
concentration of konjac gum, their internal pore size
decreases and the pore density increases. The 4 % of konjac
gum hydrogel displayed an average pore size of
235.3 µm ± 73.5 µm. However, the average pore sizes
decreased to 191.2 µm ± 70.8 µm, 116.3 µm ± 60.2 µm,
70.1 µm ± 32.8 µm, 59.38 µm ± 33.4 µm in 5 %, 6 %, 7 %
and 8 % of konjac gum hydrogels, respectively. This may
be ascribed to the following three factors: the density of
polymer konjac polysaccharide chains, the entanglements
between the chains and the increasement of intermolecular
hydrogen bonding. Moreover, due to the concentration of
konjac gum increasing, their inner water content decrease
accordingly.

Fig. 4. Representative macroscopic images of printed KGM
scaffolds (a, b, c, d and e represent 4 %, 5 %, 6 %, 7 % and
8 % KGM), the scale bar is 4mm

Subsequently, the length and width of the printed lines
were measured to further assess the bio-printability of
konjac gum hydrogel, as shown in Fig. 6 a and b,
respectively. In Fig. 6 a, the original length of printed lines
was set to be 20 mm. The average lengths of actually printed
lines were all lower than the theoretical value of 20 mm.
However, for 7 % konjac gum hydrogel, the length of
printed lines was about 19.1 mm, which is the nearest to the
theoretical value in the five groups. In Fig. 6 b, the average
widths of printed lines were all higher than the diameter of
nozzle, i.e. 0.41 mm. However, for 7 % konjac gum
hydrogel, the average width of printed lines was around
0.45 mm, which is also the nearest to the nozzle diameter of
0.41 mm in the five groups. Therefore, we can also conclude
that, 7 % konjac gum hydrogel showed the best bioprintability.

Fig. 3. The microscopic morphology of freeze-dried konjac gum
hydrogels (a, b, c, d and e represent 4 %, 5 %, 6 %, 7 % and
8 % KGM)

Therefore, after konjac gum hydrogel being freezedried, the inner pore size decreased. Moreover, the pore size
of hydrogel should meet the functions of the target tissues
[33]. If pore size is too small or too large, stress is induced
in the cells, which will then reduce cell viability. Because
the size of human cells is usually 10 to 20 µm, a pore size
of 50 – 100 µm may be most suitable for cell adhesion,
penetration and colonization. Hence, 7 % of konjac gum gel
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best maintain the shape of printed structure. By evaluating
the length and width of the printed lines, 7 % of konjac gum
hydrogel has the best printability, which is most appropriate
for subsequent bio-printing application.
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